BBA Who We Are

Mission:
  Education & land stewardship
Legal responsibility to our easements
  BBA owns the land
  NSCLT owns development rights
Pipeline not within the development rights
BBA Who We Are Not

Political Activists

Some individuals may be, but not in our mission
Why Alternate Route

Assuming gas is coming through
Not in our mission to determine if NH needs the gas or if gas is a good energy for NH
Legally bound to protect any violation to our easements
Criteria Given to Engineer

Not on BBA Land
Avoid all conservation land if possible
Use existing Right Of Ways (ROW) if possible
Meet target zone for Liberty Utilities
Use GIS data, no field work
Not down to the foot
The 3 alternate routes did accomplish the goals. BBA does not advocate one route over another.
Who Has Seen Routes

Kinder Morgan
  Meeting was kept to facts not opinions
Liberty Utilities
Government Officials
Routes
What Next?

Government officials & Kinder Morgan are **listening**

Is using alternate route, no conservation land, preferred?

What routes do people like & why?

What routes do not work & why?

To see map:

www.beaverbrook.org/pipeline